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CONSIDERA.TION, PURSUANT TO GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 2181 (XXI) OF 12 DECEMBER 1966, 
OF PRINCIPLES OF INTER.NATION.AL LAW CONCERNING.FRIENDLY RELATIONS AND CO-OPERATION 
.AMONG STATES IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE CHARTER OF THE UNITED NATIONS (agenda item 6) 

B. CONSIDERATION OF PROPOSALS ON THE PRINCIPLE CONCERNING THE DUTY NOT .TO 
INTERVENE IN MATTERS WITHIN THE DOMESTIC JURISDICTION OF ANY STATE, IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH THE CHARTER, WITH THE AIM OF WIDENING THE AREA OF 
AGREEMENT ALREADY EXPRESSED IN GENERJl.L ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 2131 . (XX) 

(A/AC.125/L./40 and Corr.l, A/AC.125/L.44, A/AC.125/L.48) (continued) 

t'.Ir. REIS_ (United States of .America) said that any serious discussion of the 

principle _of non-intervention in matters within the jurisdiction of any State was 

bound to give rise to very different views, which might at times be irreconcilable. 

Like tlle use of force, questions of non-intervention, as well as acts of intervent:ion, 

had hindered and continued to hinder co-operation among States. In some cases, they 

threatened the principle of self-determi.nation and might even menace the peace. 

Eff'orts at individual and collective self-defence, which were legitimate under 

Article 51 of the Charter, had themselves been condemned by some as intervention. 

The task of the Committee was particularly difficulii, since what it sought was 

a definition of the permissible limits of the activities of a State in relation to 
' those of other States. His delegation believed that if an objective and productive 

analysis of the various legal aspects of the question was to be made, it was 

desirable to avoid polemical exchanges on the serious problems which existed in many 

parts of the world. , 

A dis_cussion of the principle of non-intervention had, of necessity, to b,egin 

with consider~tion of General Assembly resolution 2131 (XX), because of the 

evident differences of opinion as to the role.of that resolution in the work of 

the Committee. The position of the United States on the matter was well known; 

it had not changed since the adoption of the resolution in 1965. As the United 

States representative had explained at that time, the United States Government 

had supported the resolution, first, because of its profound opposition to all forms 

of intervention contrary to the Charter and to the principles of international 

law, and second, because the resolution very clearly expressed the almost universal 

abhorrence of the most modern form of intervention, namely, intervention through 

terrorism and subversio~. At the same time, however, the United States delegation 

had made it clear that it viewed the resolution as a statement of attitude and policy, 

not as a declaration or elaboration of the law governing non-intervention, and that its 

vote on the resolution was without prejudice to the position it would take on the 

definition of that law in the Special Committee. 
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Resolution 2131 (XX) contained a nunber of valuable concepts which were 

essential for any satisfactory definition of the principle of non~intervention. 

No-one would deny the importance, for the orderly conduct of international relations 

and for achieving universal freedom under the law, of the concept of the duty not 

to use force to deprive peoples of the~r national identity, referred to in paragraph 3 

of the resolution, or of the concept that States should respect the right of self

determination and independence of peoples, referred to in paragraph 6. His delegation 

considered, however, that precisely because the Committee was seeking to develop a 

logical and comprehensive declaration on all seven principles concerning friendly 

relations, the substance of paragraph 3 should be considered in connexion with the 

prohibition of the use of force and that of paragraph 6 in connexion with self

determination. Since the aim was to draft a comprehensive declaration which would 

inter-relate agreed texts on all of the principles, a definition of the principle of 

non~intervention should, as far as possible, avoid substantive issues relating more 

closely to such other principles as self-determination and the use of force. 

The sa:rae reasoning applied to paragraph 4 of resolution 2131 (XX). No-one could 

deny that "strict observance of those obligations is an essential condition to ensure 

that nations live together in peace with one anothern, but it was clear that stri et 

observance of obligations was no more essential with regard to non-intervention than 

with regard to the use of force or any other of the principles. In those 

circumstances, a legal formulation of the principle of non-intervention would be 

neither strengthened nor improved by the inclusion of such a paragraph. His 

delegation would find it difficult to agree to any formulation which would single 

out the principle of non-intervention for a declaration concerning the duty of 

States to observe their obligations; any such formulation would tend to diminish the 

importance of good faith in adhering to the other principles, 

Other legal elements which resolution 2131 (XX) sought to express were: in 

paragraph 1, the principle that no State had the right to intervene in the affairs of 

another State; in paragraph 2, the principle that no State was entitled to coerce 

another State and that no State should organize or otherwise encourage any form 0£ 

subversive or armed activities directed toward the violent overthrow of another 

State, or interfere in civil strife in another State; in paragraph 5, the principle 

that every State had the right to choose its own institutions, without interference; 

and in paragraph 8, the notion that failure to respect those principles might 

adversely affect the maintenance of international peace and security and thus create 

the need for action by the United Nations. 
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His delegation believed that those four ideas were the legal essence of 

resolution 21.31 (XX) and the basis upon which the Committee shauld·build a contemporary 
. ' ' . 

and accurate definitiorl of the principle of non-intervention. It was that belief 

that ~ad led it to accept and support the text submitted by the United Kingdom 

delegation at the present session (A/AC.125/L.44). 
The four· elements he had outlined were all r·eflected in a direct and precise 

form in the United Kingdom text. 'Moreover, the United Kingdom text strengthened 

the force with ~hich resolution 21.31 (XX) sought to enunciate the elements of non

intervention, and avoided certain imprecisions and ambiguities in it. 

The wording of the first sentence of paragraph 2 of resolution 21.31 (XX), which· 

declared that no State might 11use or encourage the use of economic, political or 

any other type of measures to coerce another State in order to obtain from it the · 

subordination of the exercise of its sovereign rights or to secure from it advantages 

of any kind11 , created another problem. Although its authors-had laudably sought to 

make clear that all forms of intervention were wrong, a strict legal interpretation 

of the sentence and its application to certain specific conditions could make· the 

normal and customary diplomatic intercourse between States impossible. For :example, 

if State A informed State B that any capital investment it might make in a 

development programme in State B would depend upon the latter 1s acceptance of a 

bilateral or multilateral investment agreement, that statement could well be 

considered as falling within the type of activities prohibited by paragraph 2 of 

resolution 21.31 {XX), as it was worded. Such ·a result had assuredly not been intended. 

In paragraph 1 and the more detailed sub-paragraphs of paragraph 2 of the 

United Kingdom text, it was made ilnmistalrably clear that no State might legitimately· 

intervent in the affairs of another, by whatever means, and that the threat or use 

of force, terrorism, subversion, encouragement of civil strife, coercive economic or 

political measures, or any other measures of a similar character could not be condoned. 

The second element of resolution 21.31 (XX) was dealt with in detail in paragraphs 2 (a) 

and (b) of the United Kingdom text. Paragraph 1 clearly set forthe the entitlement 

of States to institutions of their own choice, while adding that every State had 

the right fre~ly to choose the form and degree of its association with other States./

In that connexion it should be remembered that alliances were not compulsory. Finally, 

as in the final paragraph of resolution 2131 (XX), paragraph 2 (a) and paragraph 3 of 

the United Kingdom text recalled that intervention could threaten the maintenance of 

international peace and security and that the responsibilities of the United Nations 

for maintaining the peace might be called into play. 
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He had spoken in some detail of the similarities between the_United Kingdom 

proposal and rosolution 2131 (XX) in order.to make its origin clear. As required 

under the terms of Gener~ Assembly resolution 2181 (XXI), the United Kingdom 

proposal was aimed at widening the area of agreement already expressed in General 

Assembly resolution 2131 (XX). In addition, his delegation believed that a careful 

examination would show. that the quality of the legal obligation of non-intervention 

laid down in resolution 2131 (XX) had been substantively improved in the United 
' " 

Kingdom text. For oxrunple, the first two paragraphs of resolution 2131 (XX) spoke 

of no State having the 11right 11 to intervene and said that no State 11:may" use or 

encourage measures of coercion. Further, they spoke of armed intervention and all 

other forms of inte:CTention as being II condemned 11 • Such language was unduly weak for 

describing the legal consequences of any State 1s refusal to abide by the principle cf 

non-intervention. The time had come when it was possible to go beyond such 

statements; intervention by the threat or use of force, by terrorism and subversion, 

by coercive political, economic or other measures, was not only wrong and deserving 

of condemnation; it should clearly be described as illegal. The more forceful and 

di!ect wording of the United Kingdom text represented a real advance and was an 

improvement on the text of resolution 2131 (XX). 
The United Kingdom text had three basic qualities: it reflected in clear and 

precise language the fundamental elements_of the principle of non-intervention, as 

set out in resolution 2131 (XX), it did pot duplicate the substance of other 

principles of friendly relations; _it clarified the legal consequences of actions by 

States which violated the fundamental of non-intervention. He believed that it 

provided a.real basis for a consensus on the _principle and his delegation would spare 

no effort to obtain such a consensus. , " , 
Mr. GONZALEZ GALVEZ (Mexico) said that any intervention, direct or indirect, 

for any reason whatsoever, in the internal or external affcirs of a State was the 

very negation of its fundamental rights independence and sovereignty, and was, 

perhaps for that reason, the most frequent cause of international conflicts. 

The fact that the principle of non-intervention had been formulated more 

rigorously in America than elsewhere gave grounds for satisfaction, but it also 

pointed to the origin of the principle; for it was, precisely, the painful experience 

of Latin America with innumerable acts of intervention, armed and otherwise, that had 

led to the strengthening of the principle of non-intervention as a defensive reaction. 

What for some nations was merely a technicality for the use of Foreign Office officials 
" . " 

and specialists was, for the Mexican people, a principle for defence against attacks 

from outside. 
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With regard to the historical origins of the principle of non-intervention, he 

reminded the Committee that in 1825 the-Colombian statesman Santander, in a 

communication to Bolivar, the Venezuelan liberator, had described the dangerous 

doctrine of intervention, advocatod and practised by certain Ei.1.ropean Powers of the 

Holy Allianpe, which he regarded as an attempt to subvert the sovereign rights of 

peoples. In modern times, the prohibition of intervention had been clearly stated 

in article 15 of the Charter of the Organization_ of American States (OAS).!/ signed 

at Bogota in 1948, and reaffirmed at the Buenos Aires _Conference held in February 

1967 to consider amendments to that Charter. 

The Member States of the OAS had also taken two important decisions in connexion 

with the codification of the principle of non-intervention by the Inter-American 

Juridical Committee, which was the per:rnB.nent legal organ of that organization. The 

first, adopted on 23 October 1959, specified a number of .typical cases of violation 

of the principle of non-intervention; the second~ adopted on 23 September 1965, defined 

the differences between intervention and collective action. The latter problem was of 

immediate interest in .America, because of the proposal to set up _an inter-American 

armed force within the framework of the OAS Charter and of the Inter-Amerio.an Treaty 

of Reciprocal Assistance-Y signed at Rio de Janeiro in .1947 - a proposal which Mexico 

had repeatedly rejocted. 

The position of the Mexican delegation with regard to the formulation of the 

p~.nciple under discussion was that the Declaration adopted by the General Assembly 

in resolutton 2131 (XX) contained the best formulation it was possible to achieve at 

present, since it had been adopted unanimously and since the 1964 Special Committee 

had failed to agree on a formulation. That had been th~ position of his delegation 

~,.:1.on it had introduc?d the proposal sponsored by thirty-one countries of Latin. America 

:i.11.d qther regions, which had become General Assembly resolution 2181 (XXI). By virtue 

o:f that resolution, the Special Cornmittee\s task was strictly limited to widening the 

ar~a of agreement eJ..ready expressed in resolution 2131 (XX). 

1/ United Nations Treaty Series, Vol. 119, p.56. 

2/ · United Nations Jreaty Series, Vol. 21; p.93.-
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The vagueness of some of the terms used in resolution 2131 (XX) was n0 argument 

for reopening the debate on the Declaration it contained. Even in interna1·1aw, 

whose concepts and terms were usually much more precise. than those of international law, 

it was quite common to use basic concepts whose content was even iess precise than 

some of those to be found in resclution 2131 (XX). In the United States, for 

exa.IJ.ple, the expression "due process of law", which hc.d originated as a procedural 

safeguard for constitutional rights, had in the course of time come to represent a 

wh,)le political philosophy and had boon used to declare unconstitutional a. number of 

social security measures introduced by President Roosevelt. In international law, 

there were even more striking exc.nples, such as the expression "due diligence", which 

was used in the first of the Three Rules of Washington (1871) which had resulted 

from the Alabama case,]./ in connexion with the duty of vigilance incumbent on a 

neutral to prevent the fitting out of naval vessels within its jurisdiction. 

At that point it was perhaps appropriate to comment on the doubts expressed 

by the Swedish reprosontative in tho 1966 Special Committee concerning the expression 

"external affairs 11 • At the 30th meeting of the 1964 Special Com.mi ttee the Me.xican 

representative had pointed out that interven~ion in tha external, as well as the 

internal, affairs of a State, was prohibited not only by the OAS Chnrtor, but also 

by the Charter of the Organization of African Unity, the Warsaw Treaty and the Bandung 

Declaration, and had stressed the difficulty of drawing a distinction between externcl 

and internal affairs: exr.i:Jorionca had shown that most cases of intervention had both 

internal and external aspects. .An obvious illustration was provided. by the question 

of recognition, with regard to which Mexico had had occasion to resist attempts at 

intervention. Its position, which datGd from 1930 and was known as the Estrada 

Doctrine, was that to grant or to refuse rGcognition was a denial of the sovoreignty 

of a State, since it meant passing judgement on the legal status of its rGgime. Mexic: 

ther0fore confined its action to maintaining diplomatic relations with other countries, 

where appropriate, without claiming to judge the right of a foreign country to accopt, 

maj_ntain or replace its GovGrnment or its authorities. 

1f See Oppenheim, International Law (Ed. Lauterpacht), 7th edition; Vol. II, p.715. 

I 
I 
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--·'r•-'· -·· . ,Tl};e a+:gwnent:ias to -th:ecvaguefies~·:of 6~rtairi'••ter~s Ja;; a11:·th6'·m6·re· bt;tseless -
!J,~•'' ., •. :. . . # ' , • • ,_. .. -~ -· • ' , •• ~ ..... , •• •• ••• :·· .:::'·'.,'. ' ,·. - ·•. 

;,,,}!_~pause t4~.4Eilegations·paf'ticipating~ in ·tb.e ·w6rlt 'of th~--Co~'tte~_ h.~9-. hGl~ ample.:: 

:• BJ?J:2rtunity tq suggest any·,1:1.rafting ·run~ndments whi~h ·tlwy desired b~fore ·the q.do~tion 
:. o:t;_.resol~ti_on ,2l31 (XX) :. -:. · - -_ · · · - · · · .-. · · -:: ·'_ · - · . - " . -
. :..··· . '-. . .. , '; 

L·,_ Mo_reov:er,· nny attempt to ·draw ·a cleiir-cut ·diitirict:i.o~ b~t~eeri iegq.]. pr~~ipl~s-

and political postulates would be the•·su:rest':w~ti to ;~~tri9t the develo~ment of . 
. . ;. ,. . . . ' ~ .•••• : - .. /' : '_ • \ ,_. . . ' : 

, internat~onal J~w · and depri vd it of -any real influence ori the coursq. of in,tern[!.tional 

-~~i~!,ions, a~ the .repr~sentative·\:>f Yugosio.v:t~- had pbinted -o~j ·in th~ ~_xth :co~ttec. 

That was thl3: min reason why· .the study of the priilciples ~d~r -~·on~ide~~tion had. peen 

. ~-~~i~ed- to, a. _Co~tteo consisting of r~presentatives of States -~d -~0:t .to -th~ ' 
' . ; •. _-' ...... ~ ' 

International Law -Co:mini~sion., -· •' · 
. . ... ,._ ' ,i, 

· -_It must be borne 1.n· -mind that the principle -embodied in resolution· 2131., (XX} was 
. = . ·. .. • ·~. • • ~ ·• ' -:. • . ', . : ; . ' '. ' ~ ., 

by no means nm,1 -to the international legal order., but had been proclaµnec:j. in. many::: 
, , • • • • ' ,t '. . -.,• . , 

intern.ational treaties and. agreements f6r over 1"50 years. In adqpti;g: ~hc_.rescil1.1;tion 

un~C?usJ,;; tqe States ·Memhers bf :the Unit.eel. Nations h~d .expr~~sed t4~ir_.oonv.iction on 

.. th~. co~tent of, an. _essentially legal prin6iple bf ~v;rsa.i validity •. It was ,not . 

· "-~?-~~on far pro®dur~a, -rules of law 'and ri3ci~~oc~ ri-ghts ~_st_~~lis~eq}Y Sta;tes to 

·---:c. be.<Po/,ely .!egio;r:ial,. _ But.· general -principles such',a.s that oi: non-:-interv?~tio;n. werf,. of 

a ~ff'erent chaz:!3-s:_tE,r-; A stricter and mdr~ completJ forip.11J.ation of _the principl~ of 

n:o~~interv_~~tit?n, · which~l-TaS support~.b~_-aJarg'~.n~b~r 6f_, s~~te_s· ar,td ,which. s.~!'1J'.~d~: .•. 
the intere·s.ts_ of· the _majority of-°>l'..he' members bf the int~~tional. co:mmuni ~Y-,, ~hopld,. 

ha;~ ~~ersal_. application .. :.There was' no teason why certain. ~cti~tie~ whic_liJi;rEl -

objecti~el;, unlawful and:prohibi ted in··onc sphere : sho~d bo ·pe~irrl.'.tt-ed_ i~ anothpr'! -

_ Las:~ly, -~_e -drew attentibn· to the fa~t 'that/ oii 11 F~b~ 19ti_t~; p;r~filnt ,:. ~ 
.• . • . 1 ·., 

representat,iva,of Mexico- to .the·United• Natio·ns hnd cijculated, _as. an offi~inf!- doc1.1111ent, .. 

a declar~tiqn on an eyent which tb.e · Mexican -d~lE§gation coµsid·~;ed. to pe the fi:r.~t _,.. . 
- spec~.ftc .case calling -for ,the application of re·~olution~ zj.31 {XX) ; -• the'.· so~c:alle~ .-. ;; 

ii'T~:-:c~~ti¥e1:tal, I>ooples Solidarity Confer~nce 11 ,":from_ wqich had, ·e~aied ~ci;t~ -:9! s• 

~-int~~ent~on 'and s~ditious propaganda. On. ·th~t o'cc~~io~, Mexico~bad .~v:oked tb~, ; ·. ~ 
D.e<tl~r;tion, _e;rnb?qi.00 -in. Tesblut..ion 2131:''(XX) "o:s 'uio·'statemeht ·;:r .-a legal ,prinej.pJp.: it! 

. and ~ot a; .th~ ,expr.es-si-on: of a -political-'or idcoiogictl 0~:rdha:,. - '>.:, ~- . . . 
~~• 'fl"~·,, •• ~ ~ l,,1 ' ---~.:~ 
,.i • 

. . 
. -::• 

•·' 
" ··~. 

~~ ' - ' 
•- '· ~:· .. ,. ' 
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i. 

Mr. KRISHNAN (India) said he had listened with some dismay and disappointment 
' . 

to the comm.ants of the United Kingdom and United. States representatives. The United 

Kingdom rep~esentative had started his statement with the remark that no resolution 

of the General Assembly could ever be said to be final or immutable; and with regard 

to General Assembly resolution 2131 (XX) he had said that some of its provisions 

ran counter to the body of international law. 

The Indian delegation, holding the views it did about the positive and dynamic 

character of international law, and the need fo'r it to grow, would be the last to 
\ 

suggest that a General Assembly resolution on any subject should be considered £inal \ 

in the sense of laying down the law for all time. But before starting to tear up I 
resolution 2131 (n) ~ with a view to improving on it, as the Committee. had been told - I 

:;:::;~t;:~:~ i:;to.;~;:::a~~:::::::~~::::?::g:f:~:: a I 
I why it had become necessary to start tearing up the resolution. The resolution had 

been adopted only two years previously and, if he was not mistaken, remained per£ectly 

acceptable and satisfactory in all'its essentials, except perhaps to the United Kingdo~. 

The Special Committee had adopted a resolution at its 1966 session in which it ha:! 

decided to abide by General Assembly resolution 2131 (XX) and instructed the Drafting 

Committee to direct its work on the item under discussion without prejudice to the 

provisions of that resolution. His delegation considered that the Committee should 

begin its work on the item from where it· had left off at the 1966 session, thus 

maintaining an element of continuity and progress. The Committee 1s mandate was 

contained in General Assembly resolution 2181 (XXI); it was clear. and simple, and 

· asked the Committee. to go forward, if possible.· If the Comm:i.ttee adopted the 

United Kingdom proposal,_it would, in effect, be going backward. In operative 

paragraph 5 of resolution 2181 (XXI) the Committee had been instructed to complete the 

formul8:tion of four principles, namely: refraining from the use of force, co-operation, 

self-determination and the fulfilment of obligations in good- .faith. No reference had 

been made in that paragraph to non-intervention, because it was specifically dealt with 

in the· following paragraph, which requested the. Special Committee 11to ~onsider proposals 11. 
_ on the principle concerning the duty not to intervene in matters within the domestic 

jurisdiction of any State, in accordance with the Charter, with the aim of widening J 

the area of agreement already expressed in General Assembly .resolution 2131 (XX) ". J 

1 
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: ,· -~he question was whether there we~e any_proposals before the Committee which 

aimed_ ~~t widening the area of agreement alr~~dy expressed in resolution 2131 (XX) • · 

In th~~ connexion, he drew attention to the. note on page 4 of the_ no~-aJigned countries' 

pro~osal (A/~C.125/L.1$). The Commit~ee woul4 recall that at the 1966 sessio.n; a . 

proposal on the subject had been submitted jointly by ~dia, LebaI?,on, the Uni:teq. Arab 

Republic, Syria and Yugoslavia {A/AC__.125/L.12) •. The first three paragraphs.-q.f that 

pi;:opo_s~ had been iden¥-c_al with ;the first operative paragraphs of resolution 2131 ·(x:x:), 

paragraphs 4 ~d 5 had been tak~ from the .proposal submitted jointly by ;J:ndia, Ghana 

and YugoslaVia at ~e Conjmittee 1s 1964 session (A/AC.119/L.27), .and paragraph 6 had been 

an addition. A revi~ed proposal had_ been submitted jointly by .India, Leban.on,. the 

United Arab Republic, .Syria ~d Yugoslavia at .the 1966 session (A/AC.125/L.12/Rev.l and . 

Co~r.l), which -~-~-_delegation would· commend to the Committee if any additional 

paragraphs or p;rovisions were to be considered· in connexion with the text of 

. resolution ~].. {XX). The revised proposal sought to strengthen the provisions o.f 

resolution: 2131 (XX) by the addition o:f thr~e para.graphs and·· might provide a means of 

widening_ the are~s of agreement already reached •. , 

T~e United Kingdom proposal could not be consiqered as aiming to widen,the areas 

of agreement on the.item nor could i_t be conside.red.as constituting a step forward. 

What it did, in fact, was to present a diminutj.v.e and somewhat distorted version of 

resolution 2131 {~). The United· Kingd_om representatj.ve had said at .the 71st meeting 

that operative paragraph 4 of the r~solution had been included in the preambular · pa.rt 

of his delegation's proposal. He .(Mr. Krishnan)would say _it had. been relegated to. 

the pre~bular part. Moreover, ,there were rio _provisions in the United Kingdom proposal 

corresponding to pa]:'.agraphs 3 and 6 of the resoluµon, which prohibited the use- .o.f force . ; .. . .• . 

to deprive per~ples of their national .id~ntity,_and .f9reign pressure against the·, right of 
- > • ' "" • •• 

sell-determination and independence of peoples and natiops •. Paragraph l of the 
:, .... , ., ' ' 

resolution co~tained a prohibition of intervention in the "internal or external. aff'alrs 

of any other State"; the United Kingdom p:r;oposal made no express reference to external 

af'fai;s; : The right of a State to t.tchoose the: f9rm and degree of ,its association ·with 

other States", ref'erre~ to in the second sentence of paragraph 1 of the United Kingdom 

draft, if intended t~ cover tl?,e s~e point, was rather weak and ambigu?us; -.from that-• 

right, the duty to refrain from interventio~ could· only be derived, assumed.or inferred. 
"'·· '. -

,
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Far from carrying the matter any· further, the United Kingdom proposal detracted 

from the progress so far achieved. , Legal principles of the kind being considered 

should be the product of a process of evolution •. What the Committee should do, 

therefore, was to· start with a sure and strong foundation and try to build on it. 

Resolution 2131 (XX) provided such a foundation and the Comm:i ttee could add to it 

gradually, trying to reimforce and strengthen it. Nothing should be done, however, 
! 

which would have the effect of impairing or minimizing the value of the resoluti.on~ 

Mr. VANDERPUYE (Ghana) said that he would touch briefiy on the history of 

intervention in Africa, which had lead to the enslavement and colonization of African 

countries. Early European settlers had .found well-organized communities or States 

with all the attributes of 1statehood 1
1 and had they observed the principle of non-

intervention they would have respected the sovereignty of those States and refrained 

· from intervening in: their affairs, whether by armed force or in any other way! But 

j 

I 
I mediaeval international law, which had favoured a a,.:Lvision of ~he world into civilize:: I 

and uncivilized States, the latter including African and Asian countries, forbade the 

application of any principle of international law in dealings with uncivilized 

countries, and had provided legaljustification for the rape of Africa and Asia. 

Although the conscience of mankind had latar been refined, customary international 

law was still western-orientated, having been origi~ally designed to promote western 

European capitalist and imperialist interests, and it still provided rriany hidden 

advantages for those 'interests. In a world that was moving towards universally 

applicable international legal principles such partisan advantages were no longer 

acceptable and it was the Coromittee 1s task to review, re-formulate or create rules 

of international law, so·as to secure their more equitable application, and to 

transform western international law into universal international law.. It should look 

for guidance in the accumulated practice of the United Nations, as showing the will of 

States·. 

The difficulties facing the Committee reflected the dichotomy of opinion in the 

United Nations.and among international jurists oh the meaning and content of the 

principle of non-intervention. In 1966 the Committee had considered permissible and 
•. 

impermissible forms of intervention, among-the latter being.coercion to subordinate 

the exercise of sovereign rights or to secure advantages of any kind, and duress to 

obtain or perpetuate political or economic advantage. It had also discussed the 

limitation of the scope of non-intervention and, in particular, the proposed f'ormul.ati::1: £ 
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concerning Jrthe generaJ.ly re9ognized freedom of :States to seek to influence the policies 

an~ actions of other States, in accordance t,ti th in~ernational law and settled . 

international practice" (A/ AC.125/L.13). However., the s.cope of domestic juri~diction 

.bad been little discussed. It had been possible to avoid l9ng debates on the meaning 

of the principle thanks to the adoption of General Ass~mbly reso;i.ution 2131 (XX), · 
. ) 

whic~ prescribed·all forms of intervention either direct or indirect. That resol~tion· 

had been regarded by the , Committee and the Sixth Committee of the General Assembly as . . . ' . . . . 

an important element :for the Committee 1.s work. T~e majority had consider~d that, 

having been adopted almost unanimously, it reflected a universal legal:conviction and 
~ ' t 

was evidence of the will of States. Accordingly nothin,g must be done to impair or : 

minimize the value of' the Declaration it contained. His delegation had strongly 

supported tbat view, but would not object to any ~xpansion of the Declaration. Some 

delegations, mainly those who wer<; ~ous to maintain th~ status ~ regarded the 

resolution as~ expression of "political intent", to use the Japanese representative's 

phrase, which .coµld not be substituted f'or a formulation pf the principlo. The 

United Kingdom representative 1s objection to repr~ducing the substance of the 

resolution b?cause of. its imprecision an4 obscurity was unconvincing;, .. for it: 11as, in 

fact, precise and lucid. 

The views on the status of the resolution put forward in the Special Qt;>mmi ttee 

were closely related to the general discussion al'.llong.1.avSyers,. ai;, to. w~e~h~r General 

Assembly resolutions we:re merely exhortations or recommendations, which were the. . ,. . -. ' .. . . , -

expression of p~li~cal intention without binding force,_or wheth~r they had. legal 

eff'ect. The majority opinion, w~ch his delegati;on sh~red, :was_ that .they cq'Uld 

possess legal force, out that that depended on the intenti·on and.·the ,numbe:r;- of States 
·' . . .. - . 

voting in favour. Schachter, Friedman, Vallat, Kelsen and.Asamuah :were among th1?:. 

international lavSyers who subscribed to that- view. : 

The C~er was a treaty binding on all M~mber States and ther~fore. a General• 

Assembly resolution interpreti,ng C~arter principles, such as resoluti.on .2131 ·(XX), 

was also W.n<ling. F,vecy- act of interp:r;13tE1-tion. and application w~s part of the law

~ng p_rocess •. _Res9lution 2131 {XX) .was clearly intended to imp?se an obligation' on 

Stat_es; it p_ossessed legc:µ significanQe and .reflected a universal legal conviction. 

Those who opposed that view tended to think that political. considerations dominated 

the work of the poll tical organs of the United Nations and reduced its legal · · · 

n signi£icarice to nothing. T~e J~~~es~::epresentativ~~h~d recently re~t~rated the view 
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. r 

'. - s.' ' : 

he had expressed in 1966, that resolution 21.31 (xxf was:quite acc~ptable as a 

statement of political intention, but that it 'could not be regarded as an adequate 
- .. - ... . 

formulation of,the principle of non-intervention from the point of view of 

_ international law and was not a legal iii'strument. Such a view completely disregarded 

the fact that in any legal order politics and law were inseparable, which was 

especially evident in the case of the decentralized international legal system, in 

which States were more powerful than individuals and institutions. 

He did not agree with the United Kingdom representative on the need to redraf't 

resolution 2131, (XX) so as to achieve greater clarity; he supported the Czechoslovatie:I 

representative t s view that the United Kingdom proposal diminished the value of the 

resolution and was therefore unacceptable. 

· · Ad.mi ttedly the seven principles before the Committee w~re inter-related and each • 

had to be construed in the light of the others, but he could not accept the United I 
Kingdom representative 1 s suggestion that repetition must be avoided. Some degree of I 
repetition was inevitable if each of the principles was to be formulated in a 

comprehensive and. independent way. 
The Drafting Committee and the Special Committee itself should decide which 

proposals ought to be used as u basis for discussion, according to the number of 

sponsors. 

Mr. de la GUARDIA (Argentina), said that his delogation had already expresse:: 

its views on the principle of non-intervention in the former· Special Committees· and, 

more particularly, at the twentieth session of the General Assembly, 'during ·the· 

discussion of resolution 2131 (XX). That resolutio~ constituted the best approach 

to the subject,. although it was not perfect. Its text was a remarkable compromise 

achievement, reflected _in its adoption by 109 votes to none, with one abstention. 

The 1966 Special Committee had decided by a significant majority "that with. 

regard to the principle of non-intervention the Special Committee will abide by 

General Assembly resolution 2131· (XX) 11 and had instructed its Drafting Gomm:i. ttee to 

, "direct its work on the duty not to interven~ in matters within 'the domestic 

jurisdiction of any State towards the consideration of additional proposals, with the 

aim of widening the area of agreement of General Assembly- resolution 2131 (XX) ".it/ 

j/. Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-first Session, Annexes, 
· agenda item 87, document A/6230, para. 341. 

f 
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It.would ·have been unnecessary to roctll that'decision had not tho United Kingdom 

delegation made the proposal in part III of its draft declaration. In the o.pinian , 

of the Argentinian delegation, that proposal did not serve the purpose of widening 

··the· area of agreement expressed ,in resolution 2131 (XX), which ¥as the stated purpose 

of agenda item 6 B~ ·The Uni ted·'Kingdom. representative had explained· that he had 

omitted· certain elements of ·1;he resolution because they were covered by other· parts 

of his' drai't dealing with other principles. Despite that explanation, the delegation 

of .Argentina maintained•its position; it rejected any proposal which might have the 

effect of narrowing the areas of' agreement already expressed in resolution 2131 (XX), 

instead of widening them as requested by the· General Assel\l,bly in its r~solution 

218i (ID.). His• delegation therefore belimted that it would serve no useful 

purpose to refer the United Kingdom proposal to the Drafting Committee, although it 

~ouJ.q-not actively:oppose that procedure. 

One year after ·the adoption of resolution 21.31 (XX), the Generul Assembly had . 

ma.de a· new· appeal ,to States by its resolution 2225 (m) · to cease ~ fo!_'.ms of 

intervention in the domestic -or external affairs of other States, and had urged them 
11 to refrain from.:armed intervention. or the promotion or organization of subversion, 

terrorism or other indirect forms of·intorvention for the purpose of changing by 

violence the existing- system in another State 11 • 

That resolution had been adopted in 1966. In 19671 however, Venezuel~ had been 

obliged, as it had been in 1964, to draw the attenti,)n of the OAS to the repeated 

·•· acts ·of intervention and aggression against it by Cuba, · which reflected a persistent 

policy of.:..intervention in th~-'domestic af.fairs.of other ./irJel"ican States by incitement 

to, and support ·of, subversive· activities dir0oted against· their Govern:r:i.ents •. 

• -· And. yet, in -open- defiance. of resolutions 2131 (XX) and 2225 (XXI), a conference 

which called itself:a Latin Arn.0rican "Solidarity11 Conference had recently met in the 

capi taJ. of Cuba and advocated subversion in all its forms on the American continent. 

According-to a ne'Ws item published in the French newspaper Le Mondo, Paraguay had been 

chosen as the next country in which subversive activities were to b'e undertaken. 

Those events showed the nood to reaffirm the terras of resolution 2131 (XX),'which 

had been adopted at the world level; and in view of them he wished to draw attention 

to operative paragi"aph 8 of thnt resolution, which read: 11Nothing in this Declaration 

shall be construed as affecting in any mru:mer the relevant provisions of tha Charter of 
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the United Nations relating to the maintenance of international peace and security, 

in particular those contained in Chapters ,VI (Pacific -settlements_ of disputes), 

VII (Action with respect to threats to tho peace, breaches of the peace, and acts 

of aggression) and VIII (Regional arrangements). 

The OAS Charter, in article 15, also condemned intervention •in the strongest terms, 

which were almost exactly repr,.)duced in operative paragraph 1 of General. Assembly 

resolution 2131 (XX); and article 19 added that: 11Measures adopted ·for the maintenance 

of peace and security in accordance with eri sting treaties do not constitute a 
violation of the principles set forth in Articles 15 and 1711 • 

In the face of the threat to which he had referred, of generalized intervention 

involving the use of force, there was also the right of self-defence accorded by 

Article 51 of the United Nations Charter to a State victim of an armed attack. That 

Article of the Charter had been invoked as a warning to Cuba - a warning which had 

apparently remained unheeded - in resolution I, of the Ninth Consultative Meeting of 

Ministers for Foreign Affairs of .Amorican States, held in July 1964. 

Mr. SHITTA-BEY (Nigeria) observed that al.though at first sight it might apps~ 

easy to formulate points under the principle of non-intervention in terms acceptable tc 

every member of the Committee, certain problems had nevertheless arisen. Some 

delegations interpreted the phrase 11domestic jurisdiction" in Article 2 (7) of the 

Charter as excluding any idea of the foreign affairs of States. Others wished to exta:i 

the principle of non-intervention to both the internal and the external affairs of 

States. 1The principle was so extended in. the Chartor of the OAS and in the Draft 

Declaration on Rights and Duties of States.• The reason for doing so was that certain 

forms of outside interference might runount to direct or indirect intervention in thG 

domestic affairs of a State, just as intervention in the domestic affairs of a State 

might amount to interference with some of its external affairs. His delegation held 

the second view and thought that the provisions .of resolution 2131 (XX) were the 

minimum acceptable provisions on the subject. 

It might be worth considering whether the main principles to be stressed in 

whatever formulation the Committee might adopt should not be on the following lines: 

.. 

• 
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(a) A State sho.J.l ,not under any pretext whatsoever interfere either 
directly or indirectly in the intorna.J.. and external affairs of 
another State, except to the extent permissible to the Security 
Council or the General Assembly in nccordancG with the provisions 
-of the Charter of the United N~tions. 

(b) For the purpose of this articl~ all interferenc0-is prohibited;-· 
whether it is for the 'purpose of changing the social, economic 

· or political systGm of another State or is directed against its 
territ,orial integrity or its sovereign rights. · 

. . 

In bis delegation's.view, the establishment or severance of diplomatic relations 

an~ the recognition or non~rocognition of a State were m..1.Ilifestations 0f' s~vereignty, 
. . 

in regard to which _no other State should be allowed to exert pressure. Any such 

pressure by one State on another constituted intervention. 
. . . 

Turning t0 tho proposals before the CorJL"'li ttee, he sdd. that the Uni t-od Kirigd~fu 

proposal did not appear to fulfil the Comrnittee 1s terms of reference. His delegation 

considered that resolution 2131 (XX) was the Comrni ttee' s mn.ndate, and it was not.· , 
. ' 

proparad to subscribe to any text wltlch tended to reduce the areas of ngro~ment already 
' . . 

established. His delegation had co-spous~rcd the proposal submitted by the non- , 

aligned countries (.A/AC.125/L.48), which provided a goqc1 working ·basis-·for·"the , . 
.. - .. , . - , 

Cornrn:ittee 1 s discussions. 

Mr. }1WEh1DWA (Kenya) said that_ the principle of non-intervention was a --
concli tion precedent of peace nnd security which, if. honoured, would lead. to greater 

concord and co-o:reration among States. Any for'inulat:fon of that principle must··. · 

reproduce in full the· substance of resolution 2131 (XX) lll1d. should include_ the ·· 

following features: a declaration of what constituted intervontion, together with 
• ~ • f 

an indic,ation of the forms it might take ·such o.s political, economic or ideological 

pre~sure or propago.nda; nn enumeration of motives· which~'if. established, proved 

an intention to intervene, however beneficial the results to the state whose · · : 

sovereignty and independence was thereby vi.:ilatocl or threatened; a list of 

situations which m~st be presumecl to have been brought about by intervention, such 

as that in the Congo in 1964, which had led to the disinissru. of Tshot1be • 

. For. lack of time, however;' the Committee would probably be unable· to achieve such 
. . 

a coL1prehensive forr:rulation, in which case the text should cover the following points: . . 
intervention against the personality of a State, its politico.l, economic or cultural 

elenents or in its internal or external affairs; coercion in order to obtain the 

\ 
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. subordinati~n of the. exercise of sovereign rights or to secure advantages of any kinii 

subversive and .other activities directed agcinstanother Sta.te or its regim.~; the us~ f 
of force or other pressures to deprive a people of its national identity; interfer6nce t 
with promulgation or execution of laws regarding ruatters essentially within domestic f 
jurisdiction; duress to obtain or perpetuate political, economic or other advantages. I 

The formulation should include, as an exception, assistance to peoples under I. 
. . 

colonial domination, for ~he sole purpose of accelerating their emancipation; Under 

· the Charter, and even more so under resolution 2131 (XX)., it was incumbent on all 

States to contribute to the cc:,mplete elimination of colonialism in all its forms. I 
.Armed intervention was the most blatant form of interference in the internal f 

affairs of another State and was generally condem.11ed. But precisely because it was l 
open., it was likely to be limited and to fail, whereas subver~ive or terrorist i 
;:::~::.or!U::::~:ms:::i::,;:r:e::: ~:::;;ss:e::de~:.::::g:c:~~oB l 
knew what th8y were likely to do and when. Developing countries should be I 
particularly on their guard against that form of intervantion,, which included the us& I 
of money or othor influences to build up the i:raage of a particular individual. 

Kenya was grateful for the aid off 0red to it by diff orent countries, but hac: only t_ 

. accepted aid which could in no way adversely- af'f ect its independence or sovereign f 
equlai ty with the donor State. · Tech.-rl.cal assistance could be offered as a cloak for r 
intervention in the d~mestic affairs of other Stutes and should, be prohibited as r 
a form of intervention. 

In formulating the duty not to intervene, the Committee should include a clause 

to the effect that al though a right might be within d0mostic jurisdiction., ~ ts 

exercise by a State might amount to intervention. For oxnmple, a State was free to 

establish or break off diplomatic reiations with another State, but if it sought or 
' threatened to exercise that right in order to influenco another State to establish 

or not to establish relations with a third State, would that runount to intervention? 

It would not be sufficient to cover, as a r.:u.mm.um, all tho points made in 

resolution 2131 (XX) in a preamble to the formulation ~f the principle, because a 

preamble did not have the same status as the operative part of a docunent. The 

•formulation should not contain a clause providing that 11 every State has the right 

freely to choose the form and degree of its association with other States11
• It 

vmuld be remembered that the 1966 Special Cmnmittec had rejected the proposal to 

,._ 

I 
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include the words "nothing in the :foregoing.shall be CQUStruod as derogating .from -

the gcnerill.y ·recognized freedom of· Sto:tos to seek to influence _tho pQlicies anq. 

actions of' other Sta.tos, -in a,.ccordance __ t\rith: international law and settled:_ 

interna.tiona.1-practice·nnd in a manner ·c•::mipntible with the principle of ~9vereign . , 

equaJi ty- of States'. and duty: to co--operato in .. accordance _with the- Charter11 _2/ . . , _ 
The Committee 1 s formtilo.tion should reinforce the- id~as in resolution 2131 (J~X), 

and if' it included some such formula as "no State may use or encourage ~e use of 

economic, poll tical or any other. typo of moasures to influence anothe~ State ,ii:} ,. . 

:order to obta.in:•from it the subordination of the exe~cise of it_s Soveroign_z:igh,ts .. or 

to secure· fr'.)m it advantages of any kind 1t, ta.ken from paragraph 2 of the r,esoluti_on 

but with the substitution of the word 11influenco11 for the word "coerce", that would 

be a way of widening the urea of agreement. On the other hani;l, if there Wfl.S any 

question ·or~:curtailing the.ideas express6d· in the .resolution, the Committee.would do 

better to leave we11· alone. 

Mr, ZDROJOWY (Poland) sn.id that the principle of non-intervention was 

eXpressed in Article 2 ·(4) and (7) of the Cha.rtor which, together witll_Artic:te 1, (2), 

provided an adequate foundation for its precise formulation •. Non-interventi?n ~as .a 

fundamental, principle· of· contonpornry intornn.tionaJ. law and· had been renec'!,_ed __ il_l .lllO:ny 

international instruments such as the Charters of the Organization :of .Americ_a.n -Stat.es 

and of the: Organization of African Unity, the. documents of th~ Bandung. and Belgrade; 

Conf'erences of the non-aligned countries, and in General Assembly clocisio;is such a~ 

resolution 2J.31 (XX) •. In a divided world, intervention in the int,emal ·or ~xtemo.l 

affairs- of a State was a di~oct threat to peace. The principle 0£.non~intervention 

was o:f speciaJ. importance to smaller countries, particularly those wh:i,ch had :emerged 

from colonial domination, sinco it was a guarantee 9f their sovereignty_pnd 

· independence. States could only possess legal equa.li ty as subjects of i~ternationa.l 

law i:f the principle was respected. :But it was not generally respected, ·as was shown 

by .the armed intenrention of the United-Status in Viet-Nam. 
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General Assembly resolution 2131 (XX) cmumerat0d the elements of the principla 

satisfactorily.. It represented a certain area of agreement which the Committee, by 

virtue of its own decision and of res:)lution 2181 (XXI), was called upon to widen. 

His delegation was resolved to preserve that area of agreement and-to entertain only 

au.eh proposals as providod new elements. The Committee should include in its 

formulation all the operative paragraphs of resolution 2131 (XX). 

Some delegations held that that resolution only expressed a poll tictl cc,nviction. 

and therefore required car0ful re-drafting from a legal standpoint, with a view to 

formulating the principle .of non-intervention in the form of a general legal obligatic~. 

It had been argued that as the resolution had been adopted by a political committee, 

the Special Committee should propose a legal. definition to the Gen0ral Assembly. For 

the purpose of ass0ssing legal significance, it was im.rnat0rial which Committee of' the 

General Assembly had recommend0d a resolution, and he could not accept the thesis thc.t. I' 
one adopted by a political committee could only express a poll tical conviction. Expe:"1:, .· 

from various delegations and members of the Secretariat wore always on the alert to ss·: I 
that General Assembly resolutions complied with formal requirements, including legal 

ones. The Sixth Committee should not be regarded as a filter through which all 

decisions in legal form hacl to pass. Those who maintained that tl10 General Asserably . 

had failed to give a legal dofini tion of non-intervention were implying that it did net I 
know what it was condemning, but the terms of resolution ~31 (XX) did not bear out tbE.: 

assumption. On the contrary, the resolution explained the meaning of the principle, 

enumerated instances of intervention which endangered relations and constituted the 

absolute minimum that could be said on the matter; nothing must be adopted whi:ch woul::: 

detract from its substance. 

ThEJ delegation which had oxprossed reservations about the resolutfon wished to 

minimize its significance and it was noteworthy.that they represented either colonicl 

Powers or States that pursued or supported policies of intervention. They were ~cldn5 

the opportunity of re-opening questions on which the GE:nertl Assembly had already take:: 

a stand. He could not agree that the United Kingdom prop::isal strengthened resoluticn 

2131 (XX) or was a bott~r expression of the obligation. The United Kingdom 

reprosentative 1s attitud0 to the resolution seoBed to have chru1ged, not on grounds cf 

substance but for tnctico..J. reasons. His proposo..J. differed from the resolution, c..s stc.t, f., 

by the repr0sentativcs of Czochoslovcld.a and India and by.the United Kingdom 

representative himself. The proposal was narrower in scope than resolution 2131 (XX) 
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and was not designed t'.) widen the area of ag1~eement already attninecl. Hence, it did 

not meet the requirer.1ents laid cbwn by the Spacial Committee at its 1966 session and 

by the General Assembly in resolution 2181 (XXI). 

Mr. REIS {United Stc.tes of America) said that he could not agree: with the 

assertion made by the representative of Ghana that the ontire body of cust)mary 

,international law was orientated to the advantage of western imperialist and capi tclist 

Powers, though that might be true of certain portions of it. The representative of 

Ght:Jna contended that the Committee t s task was to universalize what ho had described as 

western-cirienta.ted customary international law, but in fact the Committee's terms of 

reference had been laid down in Generc.1 Assembly resolution 1815 (XVII), particularly 

in paragraph 2 of that rosolution. 

Mr. TOGO (Japan) explained that, contrary to what he.d been suggested by 

the representative of Ghana, the Japanese delegation did not deny the fact that politics 

and law were inseparable in the Conrn:i.ttee 1s work. :Political reality -was always at the -

basis of any law-:mn.king process. Where the law did not give effect to tho. reality 

.:if political life ,dtbin a society, it tended to become a clead letter. However, that 

did net mean that any decision taken through procedures of a political character could 

itself become law. P:ny society bnsod on the principle of the rule of law, and.not the 

rule of bare power, was pr'.)vidvd with an intricate system of law-making. It could 

sometimes appear tedious 3nd frustrating that urgent political needs should be made 

subject to techrrical and exacting processes of law-making before taking the forn of 

law. The. process, howover, was indispens13:blo in ::irder to ensure a consitont system 

of law. 

His delegation was well aware that international society hacl,a less intricate and 

complicated system of law-making, in which politics playod a greater part, but it could 

not subscribe to the view that a resolution adopted by the General Assembly must be 

regarded ipso facts as a rule of law. · 

The CHAIRMAN appealed to members to exercise the right.of r0ply allowed 

under the rules of proc0dure in order to clarify points made during the discussion, 

rather than to argue against the views of others. He also appec.led for brevity as time 

was short. 

The meeting rose at 12. 50 p .m. 




